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1.? Initial condition: Ar consists of the root 
node 
2.? A new solution z (generated by the GA) is 
presented to Ar 
3.? Curr_node := root 
4.? If  (Curr_node has two child nodes) 
{   
Compare z with child node x and y; 
Define the comparing dimension j: 
??? ?




= ? ?  
If d(x,z | j) ≤ d(y,z | j) 
  Curr_node := child node x 
 Else 
  Curr_node := child node y 
Repeat (Step 4) 
   } 
   Else 
   { 
      Insert a child node (that records) z to 
Curr_node* 
 Finish 
   } 
?
???????? ??? ???? ?????????? ????????? ??? ?? ??????? ????????
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1.? Initial condition: Ar consists of the root 
node.  Flag(root) := Open 
2.? A new solution z (generated by the GA) is 
presented to Ar 
3.? Curr_node := root 
4. Case 1:  Flag(Curr_node) = Open 
If (Curr_node has two child nodes)  
{   
Compare z with child node x and y;  
Define the comparing dimension j: 
??? ?




= ? ?  
If d(x,z | j) ≤ d(y,z | j) 
Curr_node := child node x 
Else 
  Curr_node := child node y 




Insert a child node (that records) z to 
Curr_node 
If (child node's subspace is not a 
singleton) 
Flag(child node) := Open 
Else 




Case 2:  Flag(Curr_node) = Closed 
Curr_node := Parent                       
If (there are two Closed child nodes) // 
Case 1 
{ 
Flag(Curr_node) := Closed 
Prune the subtree under Curr_node 
Repeat (Step 4)  
} 
Else If (there is an Open child node) // 
Case 2 
{ 
Curr_node := Open child node         
Repeat (Step 4) 
} 
Else // Case 3 
{                                                      
Evaluate the unvisited subspace 
represented by Curr_node 
Create a child node by mutating z within 
the unvisited subspace 
If (child node's subspace is not a 
singleton) 
Flag(child node) := Open 
Else 
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